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The Society has filed as co-petitioners along with the Environmental Foundation
Limited (EFL) the following cases in court. However, no cases were filed in 2019.
The Pallenkandal Church Festival Case has been the most talked about, with
both parties unable to come to an agreement and an interim agreement as to the
conduct of the church festivities was reached in 2019. It is understood that this
interim agreement will continue for next year’s (2020) church festivities as well
given the prolonged process.
The Society with Julius & Creasy serving as its legal recourse, went to court to
force the Department of Wildlife Conservation to adopt the National Elephant
Policy that was approved in Cabinet as a mitigative method of human-elephant
conflict. The case was filed on the 26th of February 2020.

PALLENKANDAL CHURCH FESTIVAL CASE - CA(W)/51/2018
EFL (Environment foundation Ltd) together with the WNPS filed a Writ
Application against the illegal festive activities that occur inside the
Wilpattu National Park (WNP). This Church was in existent for a long
time as a small jungle shrine in Pallenkandal / Pompparippu area which
was recognised as a Catholic place of worship. However, after WNP
was re-opened after the war this church was rapidly expanded with
permanent structures. Moreover, there is increased human intrusion into
the National park as a result of the large scale festivities of the church. In
this case, we are mainly challenging the unlawful/unregulated activities
which are taking place as a result of the religious activities.
After much deliberation, discussion, and site visits by the parties
concerned, the Court made an interim order regulating last year’s festival.
Thereafter, the Court directed the parties to attempt to settle the matter
based on last year’s terms of settlement. However even after much
deliberation there was no possibility to enter into terms of settlement.
The case is now fixed for argument on the 2nd of July, 2020.
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WILPATTU ROAD CASE – (SCFR 224/10)
EFL together with the WNPS and WPAF (Wilderness
and Protected Area Foundation), instituted this
application in public interest and in objection to
the illegal construction of two roads within the
boundaries of the Wilpattu National Park, which
violates the provisions of the FFPO (Fauna and
Flora Protection Ordinance).
The concern of the petitioners was that the two
roads, were not in existence when the five blocks
that formed the Wilpattu National Park were
gazetted at various times between 1938 and 1973.
It appeared that these roads have come into
existence for military purposes during the period
when the Wilpattu National Park was closed due to
the said area becoming a battleground between the
Sri Lankan Security Forces and the LTTE. However,
after the war was over, a strenuous attempt was

made to turn these roads into commercial roads
serving traffic between the Puttlam and Mannar
Districts.
The petitioners position is that such development
would be highly detrimental to the National Park
and should not be permitted under the terms of
the Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance.
However, this case has been at a standstill for a
longtime due to the effort made by the parties to
settle the matter. Proposal and counter proposal
by the parties as well as the interim petitioners
were rejected and also the petitioner were unable
to agree with the proposals. The case was to be
taken up for argument on 13th March 2020 but
was later postponed to December 8th 2020.
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UDAWALAWE (DAHAIYAGALA) ELECTRIC FENCE CASE (SC/FR 529/11)
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This case is a connected matter to a case (SCFR
410/2008) instituted by EFL together with the
WNPS and WPAF. The SCFR (410/2008) is in
regard to a proposed electric fence covering the
Dahaiyagala Sanctuary which threatened the
movement of the elephants. In this case the Court
directed that elephant corridor should not be
blocked by the proposed electric fence.

Throughout the years alternate lands have been
identified for the families including the Petitioner
who lived in the vicinity of the proposed electric
fence. The Divisional Secretary has now granted
permits for agricultural lands in alternative places
but the petitioners are insisting that they should
be given grants for the alternative lands they were
given

This fundamental rights application (SCFR 529/11)
was filed by the petitioners who are farmers on
the question of the new proposed electric fence
which was encroaching on to their lands. EFL and
the WNPS are not a party to the said case but only
included as added respondents subsequently.

Furthermore, the petitioners do not want to
accept the alternative land due to many other
different reasons. However, a final date was given
for the purpose of settlement and this case will be
mentioned on 1st of June, 2020 for the same

GALGAMUWA TUSKER CASE – MAHAWA MAGISTRATE COURT (B/1052/2017)
This case is related to the killing of the famous
Galgamuwa Tusker popularly known as the Dala
Puttuwa in or around November, 2017. Eight
suspects have been arrested by the Police for the
alleged shooting and possession of tusks. The
suspects were arrested by the Walana Crimes
squad when the Tusks were being handed over at
the Temple in Nikawewa.
The 8 suspects have now been produced before
Court and bailed out. The investigations are now
done by the special investigation Unit 1 of the
Criminal Investigation Department (CID). The
DNA test carried out by the Genetech Sri Lanka

Institute has reported that the Tusk taken into the
custody is compatible with the DNA of the dead
Elephant.
The EFL and WNPS were added only as agreed
parties to this case.
Unfortunately, this case has not moved any further
during the year concerned as the CID has failed to
handover the investigation book extracts to the
Attorney General’s Department for the purpose of
filing charges/indictment. The next mention date
of this case will be on the 25th March 2020
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SAND MINING CASE (SCFR 29/2020)
This case was filed on 06.02.20 by the EFL and
WNPS challenging the mining circular which was
issued on 31/12/2019 by Geological and Mines
Bureau.
This circular has amended the permits / license
issuing procedure by removing the safe guards in
the mines and minerals Act 33 of 1992 as well as

other safe guards and regulations issued by the
Geological and Mines Bureau with regard to sand,
gravel, and clay
This case was taken up for support on 25.02.2020.
However, the Geological and Mines Bureau moved
for further time and this case has now been fixed
to support on 22.05.2020.

Even with the current constraints we all have to endure in our country, the Society will continue to uphold the
law on any conservation or illegal encroachment matter and will take legal recourse if the need arises.
A special thank you Ms. Prashanthi Mahindaratne of Julius & Creasy and senior counsel Mr. Sanjeewa
Jayawadana, PC for representing the Society pro-bono on the adoption of the National Elephant Policy case. We
also would like to extend our thanks to the lawyers and team at EFL and Ms. Wardani Karunaratne for appearing
on all the cases filed jointly with EFL.
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